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We report the first atomically resolved images of ordered Au trimers on Si~111!A33A3R30°-Au using
wave-front reconstruction of scanned-energy glancing-angle Kikuchi electron spectra. Each Au image has a
resolution~full width at half magnitude! of less than 1 Å . Theimages indicate that Au trimers are ordered and
nonrotated within the surface plane and with respect to the second-layer Si plane providing direct evidence of
the conjugate honeycomb-chained-trimer model for the Au-A3 system.@S0163-1829~96!07823-X#

The A33A3 R30° ~henceforthA3) structures of noble
metals Ag and Au on Si~111! have been the subject of par-
ticularly intense studies because of the complexity of the
atomic arrangements at the interface.1 In each case, the ad-
sorption of the metal atoms induces extensive surface
restructuring—the top-layer Si atoms are completely peeled
off and replaced by the metal atoms. TheA3 periodicity is
formed by subsequent rebonding of the metal atoms with Si
atoms in the layer below.2–4 Here, the two metal systems
follow different paths: As explained by Ding, Chen, and Ho,5

in the Au-A3 system, the Au-Au bond is stronger than either
the Au-Si or Si-Si bond. This results in Au trimerization in
the surface layer and the Si lattice below distorts to bond to
the Au trimers~see Fig. 1!. The situation is reversed for the
Ag-A3 system, where the Si-Si bond is stronger than either
the Ag-Si or Ag-Ag bond. Here, the Si atoms in the second
layer trimerize and the Ag atoms are bonded to the remain-
ing dangling bonds on the Si trimers.3 The structures of the
two metal-semiconductor systems, known respectively as the
honeycomb-chained-trimer~HCT! and conjugate honey-
comb-chained-trimer~CHCT! models for Ag-A3 and Au-
A3, are supported by results of first principles total-energy
calculations,3,5 low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!,6,7

x-ray diffraction,8 and a host of other surface characteriza-
tion techniques.4,9–12

The Au-Au bond length in the trimers of the AuA3 sys-
tem is 2.81 Å . Because Au is a strong scatterer and the
trimers are on the surface layer, they should be good candi-
dates for direct imaging. Surprisingly, to date, no imaging
technique has successfully resolved individual atoms in the
Au trimer. Scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! pictures of
the Au-A3 system show one maximum per unit cell.13–16

Simulation predicts that the maximum corresponds to the
center of a Au trimer. Unfortunately, this is the case for both
filled and empty states,5 therefore, individual atoms in the Au
trimers can never be resolved by STM. In this paper, we

present the first atomically resolved images of Au atoms in
the trimers of the Au-A3 system. Each Au image has a reso-
lution ~full width at half magnitude! of less than 1-Å . The
images are obtained by wave-front reconstruction of
scanned-energy glancing-angle Kikuchi electron spectra. Be-
sides images of atoms within each trimer, we also obtain
images of atoms in neighboring trimers. As will be shown in
this paper, the latter provides direct evidence that the Au
trimers are ordered and nonrotated.

FIG. 1. Schematic~a! top view and~b! side of the CHCT model
for Si~111!-A3-Au. The largest circles in~a! and ~b! represent Au
atoms. All other circles represent Si atoms.
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Because we obtain the real-space information~atomic im-
ages! by wave-front reconstruction of reciprocal-space spec-
tra, this process allows a precise correlation between
k-space patterns and real-space structure. The Au coverage is
carefully monitored until a sharpA3 LEED pattern is ob-

tained. We further measure the LEEDIV spectra and com-
pare them with published results~see below!. The wave-front
reconstruction of Kikuchi electron spectra is carried out at
this coverage. This precise correlation between LEED pat-
terns ~sensitive to the long-range order! and real-space im-
ages~sensitive to the local order! is particularly useful in this
case because recent STM studies show that at quoted 1-ML
or higher Au coverages, the periodicity is 636 and not
A3.15–17 STM also observes that at 1-ML or higher cover-
ages, considerable amounts of defects in the form of domain
walls are present on the surface.15,16 Both STM and x-ray
diffraction studies find that theA3 phase corresponds to a Au
coverage of 0.8 ML or less.10,15,16This has led to the specu-
lation that perhaps a different model with only23 ML of Au
atoms is required to explain theA3 structure. Our result di-
rectly rules out this possibility. We confirm that at a Au
coverage corresponding to very sharpA3 LEED spots and
below the transition to the 636 periodicity, the real-space
arrangement consists of ordered Au trimers in accordance
with the CHCT model.5

The experiments are carried out in am-metal UHV ana-
lyzing chamber ~base pressure below 3310210 Torr!
equipped with a three-grid rear-view LEED optics. The
Si~111! substrate is cut from ann-type commercial wafer.

FIG. 2. Six Kikuchi patterns displayed in orthographic projec-
tion. Each pattern is threefold-symmetry averaged. The angular
opening is 104°.

FIG. 3. The normalized intensity modulations of Kikuchi elec-
trons at I,f545°, u532.5°; II, f537.5°, u535°; III, f530°,
u537.5°; IV, f520°, u522.5°; V, f55°, u537.5°; VI,
f50°, u517.5°.

FIG. 4. Atomic images reconstructed from normal incidence
Kikuchi electron patterns. The images are viewed in planes~a!, ~b!,
and ~c!, respectively, of Fig. 1~b!.

FIG. 5. Illustration of expected atomic images from glancing-
angle Kikuchi electron wave-front reconstruction. The incident
beam travels from bottom to top.~a! Top view of Au trimer~labeled
1, 2, and 3! and its nearest-neighbor trimer; panels~b! to ~e!:
emitter-scatterer pairs which contribute to the hologram.~f! The
expected atomic images from all inequivalent emitter-scatterer
pairs. The color photograph on the right shows the images by in-
verting data.
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Sharp 737 LEED patterns are obtained after repeated
sputtering-annealing cycles. Gold is evaporated at room tem-
perature and a sharpA3 pattern is obtained after annealing at
700 °C for about 10 min and slowly cooled. The coverage of
Au is estimated to be slightly below 1 ML, consistent with
earlier works. We measure the LEEDIV spectra of theA3
surface and find them in excellent agreement with the pub-
lished results of Quinn, Jona, and Marcus.7 Kikuchi patterns
with the incident beam normal, and 30°, 80° from normal
with its parallel component pointed towards the@2̄11# direc-
tion, and 70° from normal with its parallel component to-
wards the@21̄1̄# direction are recorded with a frame-transfer
charge-coupled device camera~12-bit digitized readout,
102431024 pixels! coupled with an optical lens (f /0.85).
The patterns of the fifteen different runs are averaged in real
time to improve the signal to noise ratio. The electron-beam
energies are varied from 120 to 700 eV. The suppressor volt-
age used in these experiments is 12 eV. The entire 64-energy
experiment takes less than 40 min.

The Kikuchi electron patterns are inverted using the
integral-energy phase-summing method~IEPSM! to elimi-
nate multiple scattering contributions.18–23 The inversion
produces atomic images which represent vectorial atomic po-
sitions of near-neighbor atoms measured from reference at-
oms. The information is averaged over all equivalent refer-
ence atoms. We first show the normal incidence data and
their inversion of the Au-A3 system. Figure 2 displays six
Kikuchi patterns taken at different incident energies. The po-
lar angular range is 10° to 52° due to constraint of the LEED
optics. Diffraction features in the patterns exhibit a strong
energy dependence. For inversion, a total of 48 patterns with
energies ranging from 196 to 514 eV are used. The intensity
is first normalized and plotted as a function of wave number.
We show in Fig. 3 six such scanned-energy~wave-number!
normalized modulationsx(k f). The normalization and inver-
sion follow the procedure set forth in the integral-energy
phase-summing method.18–23 In the 300-eV or so energy
range used, backscattering modulations which have shorter
wavelengths dominate the diffraction features.20–25 At nor-
mal incidence, we expect to observe only Si atoms at bulk
sites. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed images viewed in
three planes parallel to the surface. These are~a! a plane 2.19
Å from the origin. Referring to the bottom diagram of Fig. 1,
this plane passes through from above the finite-sized image
of atomC, with B as the reference atom~or other equivalent
pairs!; ~b! a plane 2.74 Å from the origin, which again passes
through the image of atomC, with B as the reference~or
other equivalent pairs!. The same plane also passes through
the images of atomsD, D8, . . . , arranged in an upside-
down triangle, withB as the reference atom, orD, D8, . . . ,
arranged in an upright triangle, withA as the reference atom
~or other equivalent groups!. The seven highly resolved
spots, each corresponding to a single atom, are clearly seen
in this figure. Finally,~c! shows a plane 3.84 Å from the
origin that passes through atomsD, D8, . . . , arranged in an
upright triangle, withA as the reference atom~or other
equivalent groups!. All the images are free from artifacts,
and correspond to Si atoms arranged in a bulk~111! lattice.

To image the Au atoms, thought to be on the surface, we

must use a grazing-incidence-beam–backscattering detection
geometry. We rotate the crystal so that the LEED gun is
pointed along the@2̄11# direction at 80° from the surface
normal. In this scattering geometry, the majority of the col-
lected Kikuchi electrons come from backscattering within
the first two layers of the sample. Also, the much stronger
scattering factor of Au compared to Si further enhances the
contribution from the Au layer. In Fig. 5~a!, we show a Au
trimer ~atoms labeled 1, 2, and 3! and its nearest-neighbor
trimer in the CHCT model. Atom 5 is a second-layer Si
atom, 0.46 Å below the plane of Au atoms.6 In Kikuchi
electron imaging, every atom acts as a reference atom. Fig-
ure 5~b! showsE1 one as the reference atom, from which the
nearest-neighbor atomsS2 andS3 are imaged by backscatter-
ing. Similarly, Figs. 5~c! and 5~e! show atomE2(E3) as the
reference atom, imaging atomS4 in the next trimer. From
LEED, this next-nearest-neighbor Au-Au distance is 4.44 Å.6

Figure 5~d! shows the second-layer Si atomE5 imaging Au
atomS4 . Translation of the four reference atoms to a com-
mon origin results in a predicted image depicted in Fig. 5~f!,
if the CHCT model is correct. The color figure on the right is
the actual image obtained by reconstructing 32 grazing inci-
dence (80° from normal! Kikuchi electron patterns in the
energy range 196 to 389 eV. Referring to the color figure, the
two brightest spots 2.78 Å from the origin are Au atoms in
the same trimer. Their positions are shifted~due to a phase
shift induced by the scattering factor26,27! by less than 0.03 Å
from the LEED determined value.6 The two furthest spots
4.43 Å away@LEED result: 4.44 Å~Ref. 6!# are equally well
resolved and free from streaking. This is direct evidence that
the Au trimers are mostly well ordered. Further evidence of
ordered trimers on the surface is the sharp spot 2.40 Å due
north of the origin. According to Fig. 5~d!, this spot is the
image of Au atom 4 seen from the second-layer Si atom 5.
The isotropic shape of the image and the lack of streakiness
of the spot suggest that the Au trimers are well ordered with
respect to the second-layer Si plane. In the grazing-incidence
backscattering geometry, only scatterers lying to the far side
of a reference atom from the electron gun are imaged. Also,
with a Au atom as the reference atom, both first and second
neighbors are imaged. With the second-layer Si atomE5 as
reference, only its nearest neighbor is imaged.

In conclusion, we have shown that inversion of scanned-
energy, glancing-angle Kikuchi electron spectra produces di-
rect evidence that ordered Au trimers are arranged in the
CHCT configuration for the Au-A3 system. The Kikuchi
electron spectra are measured at a coverage where theA3
LEED spots are the sharpest. The Au coverage is estimated
to be slightly below 1 ML. As shown by recent STM work,
there is a sizable amount of domain walls at this
coverage.15–17From the LEED spots, the Au trimers within a
domain and among different domains must have a good
long-range order. Surprisingly, the best long-range order of
the Au trimers is not at a lower coverage~below 0.8 ML!
where STM detects few domain walls.1 The role of the do-
main walls in enhancing the long-range order and reducing
the total energy of this surface remains unsolved.

In Kikuchi electron spectra inversion, both surface and
bulk information can be obtained by changing the angle of
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incidence. Kikuchi electron patterns are easily collected us-
ing laboratory-based equipment and data acquisition takes
only a few seconds per pattern. The Au-A3 system is an
example where the superior resolution of the method allows
an unambiguous interpretation of the images even in the
presence of multiple, inequivalent reference atoms.
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